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Parrot Chocolatiers
Putting the squawk in squawklet
Join our Squawk! At Parrot Chocolatiers, we are committed to producing high quality chocolate, containing the richest flavour.We use 100% fair trade cocoa.
We are dedicated to spreading awareness about the working and living conditions in developing countries that harvest cocoa.

Competitors
Located in Toronto. High quality brands of cholate. Also looking to sell towards those that are ethically centered.

Lindt & Sprüngli
Worldwide brand

This company owns many smaller brands within Toronto and their empire spands larger than most other Chocolatiers. Within Brampton hosts a factory for
their choclate which provides jobs to the market.

Their share price currently is $64,850 and is currently falling. The company is publicily traded on a world-wide market.

Strengths
World-wide market:

Shareholders throughout the world
larger buyer market
Has a good repuation for cholate making

Growth in Sales

3,653.3 million in sales made in 2015
Increased growth of 7.9 per cent.

Weaknesses
Shareholders:
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The company is forced to keep their shareholders happy and therefore cannot take as many risks

Tired brand:

The company lacks new ideas
instead they buy out compitiors

Global Problems Impacting the Brand:

Record-high raw material prices (especially for cocoa beans)
The recession in oil-exporting countries
The unsettling effects of terrorist threats

Laura Secord
n 1913, Frank P. O’Connor opened a small candy store in Toronto where he sold hand-made chocolates. He named his store after Laura Secord, the
Canadian heroine who was a symbol of courage, devotion, and loyalty.

Strengths
Canadian Brand

96 shops in Ontario

Roots are in Toronto.

The use of a hero is great for the Branding and logo.

Weaknesses
expenises

The products are costly.

This is a privatly owned campany without the growth possibilities of shareholders.

Logo Inspiration
How the logo shows what the company is about
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Parrot Chocolatiers uses a simple design of a parrot. This design allows the company to place this colourful eyecatching logo on packaging. It also is a
simple idea, so it can be inculded in the design of the choloates. The Parrot can be carved into the cholates.

Why the logo is effective for the brand
The colours will be eyecatching for the dismal streets of toronto. The design can be used in 2d or in 3d for a street sign. The parrot will work with the inside
of the store if they choose to decorate it with the brand colours.

How the branding/logo makes us stand out
COLOUR!











Why I choose these colours
playful
young
chill









Why I choose these colours
playful
fun
childish
happy











Why I choose these colours
trust
calming

I forgot to take the screen grabs from the website, so here they are!













Feedback for presentation
Appreciated the humor throughout
Clear example that helped the students understand what was being asked from them
Please move with purpose throughout your presentation. If you need to move have a reason for moving. Unnessary movement makes you look unsure
or nervous.

Chicken Site
Have complimenting colors throughout your site, try to limit the feeling of random colour choice. Stick with your pinks as those seem to be working.
Try to centre the content to provide your site with balance.
Green and yellow font is hard to read on a backlit screen. Please try darker colours or using white font.
Extend the background colour of your nav bar across the top of the website to clean up the look of your site.
Try out a couple of different fonts. I suggest Raleway, I personally like the look of it.





















The four priniciples

1. Encapsulation of the button
2. Arrows to the sign up page
3. bright colours on the button to provide contrast from the green page
4. A sense of Urgency with the remaining offer of free psych help
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